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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE WORKSHOP
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

CASE CHALLENGE OVERVIEW

PICATINNY RENEWABLE ENERGY CALCULATOR

PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE WORKSHOP

TIMELINES FOR DELIVERABLES AND TEACHER CONFERENCE CALLS

WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES & PRESENTATIONS

ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS CHALLENGES

IN-CLASSROOM PRESENTATION

AND THE TOP-SCORING SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE TEAM IS….

WRAP-UP AND SURVEY

RUBRIC

RUBRIC COMPONENTS

SUGGESTED POST-WORKSHOP EXERCISE

CONSIDER YOUR STAKEHOLDERS
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At the end of the workshop, students are expected to:

1) Describe the rationale, current threats, and strategies for improving the military’s energy resilience

2) Demonstrate knowledge of the variations, strengths, and limitations of different renewable energy sources 

(aligns with 21 st Century Theme on Environmental Literacy)

3) Analyze simulation data to determine the relative costs and benefits of competing options for a renewable 

energy portfolio                                     

(aligns with NGSS standards HS-ESS3-2 and HS-ESS3-4 and 21 st Century Critical Thinking and Problem- 

Solving Skills)

4) Work effectively in teams to analyze a problem, determine an optimal solution, and communicate findings       

(aligns with 21 st Century Critical Thinking and Problem Solving, and Communication and Collaboration Skills)
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Students assume the role as summer interns for Ultimate Clean Energy Solutions (UCES), a consulting company 

that advises federal, commercial, and industrial entities that want to shift toward renewable energy. UCES was 

awarded a contract with Picatinny Arsenal. Students will work within 3-5 person research teams to determine 

how best to increase Picatinny Arsenal’s clean energy. Each team will develop a portfolio consisting of solar 

photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, and geothermal heat pump systems that would allow Picatinny Arsenal to 

obtain 50% or more of their current energy needs from on-site renewable energy within the next 5 years, then 

present their recommendations and supporting rationale.
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The Picatinny Renewable Energy Calculator is a spreadsheet-based analytic tool that will support the students’ 

decision-making. The spreadsheet provides details about assets at Picatinny Arsenal that could support 

different renewable energy installations. It also allows students to simulate different renewable energy 

combinations and gauge their effects on key outcomes.

Each teacher will receive an abbreviated version (photovoltaic panels only) of the Renewable Energy Calculator. 

SGAP Leaders will demonstrate the use of the calculator with each teacher.

Teachers must ensure that students complete the pre-work PRIOR to the day of the workshop:

 1. Review the Case Study 

 2. Answer the pre-work questions associated with the required readings and videos.

 3. Practice the use of the Picatinny Renewable Energy calculator

Picatinny Renewable Energy Calculator

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WNQwKya-EyHQ4HOucuv9hlauUeu1NVban8aFGx9gvGg/edit#gid=520155728
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WNQwKya-EyHQ4HOucuv9hlauUeu1NVban8aFGx9gvGg/edit#gid=520155728
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Deliverable Deadline Date

Teacher Training Calls
See emails with times

Final count of students 72 hours prior to workshop

List of each participating student’s names, 
grade, and gender

72 hours prior to workshop

Delivery of signed parent/guardian waivers At the beginning of the Workshop

1) When students arrive at Montclair State University’s Center for Computing & Information Science, they will 

be checked in, get their name tags, pick up breakfast, then proceed into the large auditorium. While the students 

eat breakfast, those who have not completed the short online survey, must do so BEFORE the workshop 

formally begins.

2) The program will open with a 20-25 minute introduction and overview of the day led by a SGAP Leaders 

staff member and selected subject matter experts (SME).

3) Students will then proceed to one of three classrooms within the Center for Computing & Information Science 

building. In each classroom, students will meet with one or two SMEs (e.g. engineers, scientists) for 20 minutes. 

The SMEs will introduce themselves, describe the type of work that they do and that it relates to the case study, 

then address students’ questions.                      

Estimated time 20 minutes

4) Next, students will be assigned to a team comprised of 3-5 students from different schools. Each team will 

have access to a computer. Facilitators assigned to each classroom will lead the teams in an ice-breaker activity, 

allowing team members to become acquainted and to develop cohesion. Facilitators will then briefly review the 

Challenge, then circulate among the teams to make sure that each understands what they are expected to do 

and knows how to use the Calculator.                   

Estimated time 30 minutes
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5) Each team will determine their own definition of an “optimal” renewable energy portfolio, then work with the 

Renewable Energy Calculator Tool to determine the combination of solar, wind and geothermal energy that best 

achieves their target outcomes. They will draft a rationale and brief description for their chosen portfolio, noting 

cost-benefit trade-offs that were observed among the various combinations that were considered.

Each team will then place multi-color stickies on a satellite map of Picatinny Arsenal to illustrate where they 

would place the solar panels, wind turbines and geothermal pipes. Each team will deliver a brief 3-5 minute in-

class presentation describing their renewable energy portfolio, rationale and observations, and map.      

Estimated 60-70 minutes

Boxed lunches will be available in the classrooms for students to eat while they work on their Challenge activity.

6) Teams that complete the Challenge activity within the allotted time frame, will be encouraged to pursue an 

additional Challenge activity:

Using the Picatinny Renewable Energy Calculator, teams should evaluate how their portfolio recommendations 

would change in two or more of the following scenarios:

 A. Primary objective is to maximize energy production

 B. Primary objective is to maximize cost savings

 C. Primary objective is to maximize greenhouse gas reduction

 D. Installation costs cannot exceed $40 million
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Each student team will give a 3-5 minute presentation describing their optimal renewable energy portfolio . The 

presentation should include a description of the underlying rationale and assumptions leading to their optimal 

renewable energy portfolio recommendations, as well as key outcomes, strengths and limitations, and any 

additional findings.

If time permits after each team presents, the SMEs will invite class discussion about the observations teams 

drew when they explored the Alternative Scenarios Challenges.

SMEs and facilitators will score each team based on a rubric (see Presentation Rubric), then announce the team 

with the highest scores. The top-scoring team from each classroom will advance and present their work to a 

panel of SMEs and teachers at the end of the day.

All students will return to the auditorium, where the three top-scoring teams will present to a panel. The 

panelists’ scores will be based on the Presentation Rubric. At the end of the day, the People's Choice and Top-

scoring Sustainability Challenge team awards will be announced. The People’s Choice award is contingent on 

the number of fellow students’ votes.

Students MUST complete a brief online evaluation survey BEFORE the Sustainability Challenge and People’s 

Choice awards are announced. Survey responses help SGAP Leaders to improve our programming, and provide 

the evidence needed to support future program funding.
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TeamWork Timing Renewable

Energy

Knowledge

Presentation

Delivery

Strategic

Approach to

Analysis

Additional

Findings

(Bonus)*

10 points 10 points 50 points 5 points5 points 20 points

1. Team Work: Evidence that each team member meaningfully contributed to the primary Challenge, mapping, 

presentation preparation, and/or presentation delivery.

2. *Stakeholder Awareness: In choosing their renewable energy portfolio, the team demonstrates awareness of 

the needs of Picatinny Arsenal, the surrounding community, the state of New Jersey, and the compelling societal 

needs for clean, renewable energy and a reduction in GHG emissions.

3. Strategic Approach to Analysis: The team demonstrates a thoughtful and systematic approach to 

evaluating different renewable energy combinations within the Picatinny Renewable Energy Calculator and for 

choosing their selected renewable energy portfolio.

4. Renewable Energy Knowledge: The team demonstrates fundamental knowledge of energy derived from 

solar photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, and geothermal systems, including relative strengths and limitations, 

and considerations about where these energy sources can be placed.

5. Presentation Delivery: Presenters speak loudly and clearly, and make eye-contact with the audience and 

judges.

6. Presentation Timing: The team’s presentation is delivered within the allotted time period of 3-5 minutes.   

[30 second grace period]
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Amina is a former employee of UCES who recently relocated to Cheyenne, Wyoming. She contacts the project 

team about a renewable energy project she is working on there. Although Cheyenne and the Picatinny Arsenal 

have similar latitudes, Cheyenne’s location and geography have significant implications for renewable energy. 

Look at NREL’s U.S. maps showing how Solar Irradiance 

(https://www.nrel.gov/gis/assets/images/solar-annual-ghi-2018-usa-scale-01.jpg) and Wind Speeds 

(https://www.nrel.gov/gis/wind.html) vary across the country.

What conclusions do you draw about renewable energy using solar and wind in Cheyenne?

Wind Speeds

Although they will not be represented at your presentation, members of the surrounding community as well as 

the state of New Jersey are important stakeholders in this plan.

What issues are likely to be important to these audiences that will need to be addressed to elicit
their support?

Solar Irradiance

Additional thanks to Possible Planet ©, Clean Energy & Sustainability Analytics Center at 

Montclair State University, United States Army Combat Capabilities Development Command 

Armaments Center, Picatinny Arsenal, Covanta, SGAP Leaders staff, and subject matter experts.

All Right Reserved. © All content contained in the case study and accompanying documents 

(Appendices, Teacher Guide, Facilitator Guide and Subject Matter Expert Guide) are protected by 

international copyright laws. No duplication or use of the case study and accompanying 

documents is permitted without the written approval of SGAP Leaders.

https://www.nrel.gov/gis/wind.html
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/wind.html
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/assets/images/solar-annual-ghi-2018-usa-scale-01.jpg
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/assets/images/solar-annual-ghi-2018-usa-scale-01.jpg


CONTACT US

SGAP LEADERS

Non-profit Incubator

15800 Crabbs Branch Way, Unit 300

Rockville, MD 20855, USA

Phone: 862-242-0226

Through active problem-solving, 12-18 age students learn to 

think critically around real issues that affect real lives, and develop 

leadership skills; through this process, they gain a voice and feel 

empowered. In turn, SGAP Leaders position them for post-high 

school success, primed as visionaries and agents for change in 

their communities and, in turn, the world.

mj@sgapleaders.org

www.sgapleaders.org

SGAP Leaders

@sgap2009
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